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SRC Governing Committees

People and Culture Reference Group

Three reference groups have been established 
to progress the work of the SRC. These are:

• People and Culture Reference Group
• Infrastructure Reference Group
• Operational Readiness Group

The People and Culture Reference Group aims to 
lead and support cultural change at the TPS with 
an initial focus on the SRC. This group will lead 
stakeholder engagement and communications 
for the SRC project. It will also act as a conduit 
between the other reference groups and 
stakeholders and provide endorsement of 
key actions. The group is currently meeting 
fortnightly and invites others to participate as 
required.

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Work continues on the Southern Remand 
Centre construction, but equally important is the 
considerable work that is occurring to ensure we are 
operationally ready to commence taking in detainees 
in early 2022.
Last fortnight a selection panel chaired by myself 
interviewed a group of high quality candidates to 
fulfil the role of Correctional Superintendent of the 
Southern Remand Centre. This will be an incredibly 
important role to ensure that the guiding principles we 
are striving to achieve are implemented successfully. 
I look forward to making an announcement on the 
successful candidate shortly. 
Once the Superintendent role is finalised, we will 
be moving to identify other suitably matched and 
qualified staff to take up correctional officer roles 
within the new facility. As we have said all along,

working within the SRC will require a different 
approach to that which we are commonly used to. 
This different approach will be driven by the new 
design and layout of the environment, but also 
strongly led by the guiding Principles. Within each 
edition of the SRC Bulletin, we will be going into 
more detail relating to those Principles. You will 
find more information in relation to Principle 1 in 
this edition.
The SRC will be staffed utilising a balance of new 
recruits as well as experienced correctional officers 
who have demonstrated a willingness and ability  
to embrace an innovative way of working within the 
TPS.  Information for those wishing to be involved in 
the SRC will be distributed shortly and will provide 
details on how you can express your interest.

artist impression of outdoor recreation areas

Members of the People and Culture Ref Group
• Ian Thomas, Director of Prisons
• Melanie Pittard, Director, Org. Change
• Sam Gunner, Comms & Engagement
• Amanda Chrysler, Asst Director Corrections
• Jen Lee, Director, Strategic Comms
• Tracey Mulcahy, Director Human Resources
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF THE SRC 

1. Treating detainees as innocent until
sentencing has occurred.

2. Separation of detainees from sentenced
prisoners.

3. Detainee access to legal services.

4. Maximisation of out-of-cell hours and a
structured day.

5. Specialised induction and release
services for detainees.

6. Provision of a safe environment through
sound dynamic security practices.

Guiding Principle 1

Treating Detainees as innocent until sentenced
This is a basic right under criminal law in Australia. In 
the SRC, detainees will be treated as innocent and 
will be subject to fewer restrictions than sentenced 
prisoners, provided the conditions under which 
they are managed do not adversely affect the good 
order, security and safety of the prison. The SRC will, 
as far as possible, replicate community standards 
and living. This includes plans for detainees to 
wear their own clothing, where suitable, and have 
greater access to technology. Out of cell hours will 
be 07:00 to 18:30, and detainees will have keys to 
access their own rooms as and when they wish. It 
is also planned that detainees will have increased 
visitor access to maintain and strengthen family 
and community ties. Face-to-face visit times will be 
expanded to support this principle, and video-
conference facilities will be a key feature of the 
SRC. Detainees will also have phones in their 
cells, so they can call family, friends and service 
providers in a more private, relaxed atmosphere.

artist impression of the SRC common space featuring floor to ceiling windows for maximum natural light
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THE USE OF WEIGHTED FURNITURE 

The SRC project has been developed with specific facility design objectives and operational design principles 
in mind.  These include:

• To create a positive and mentally stimulating environment that considers the psychological health
of remandees.

• To provide a facility that is focused on the rehabilitation of remandees.

• Workplace Health and Safety building design, particularly the fit-out and furnishings must optimise
workplace health and safety in every area.

• The design of spaces to create a tranquil and calm atmosphere, and not be austere.  Soft furnishings 
and floor coverings of differing colours where possible and appropriate.

• The facility must have bright and calming colour schemes supported by a sophisticated selection of 
colours, materials and patterns to create a visually interesting environment with a domestic/village
aesthetic.

• No fixed furniture to allow for flexibility for use in shared spaces and the day room.

The design consultants for the project, X-Squared Architects (XSA), have been cognisant to ensure that the 
key design principles are followed.  An important component of achieving a more domestic and visually 
interesting environment is through the choice of loose furniture.  XSA have undertaken considerable 
research into products available that can achieve not only the aesthetics that the SRC project is to achieve 
but to ensure that the Work Health and Safety of staff and remandees is considered.

Crown Furniture have been successful in a recent procurement process undertaken for the weighted 
furniture for the Visits Centre.  The range of furniture that has been selected is the Ryno range.  The range is 
constructed from a single piece of rotationally moulded polyethylene.  As well as ensuring extreme strength 
the design improves safety as the furniture cannot be  broken into pieces and weaponised, there are no 
hidden gaps in which to conceal contraband, the design minimises ligature risks and the ability to add 
weight to the products means they cannot be lifted easily from the floor.  A specialised trolley will be supplied 
to ensure that if the furniture does need to be moved or transported by staff this can be undertaken safely.  
An example of the lounge chair that will be utilised is pictured below. 

A selection of weighted furniture 
including chairs and tables will be 

utilised in the Acacia and Blue Gum 
day rooms and the refurbishment 
to the current RPC Visits Centre.  
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This update has been provided by Amber Smith – Project Manager, Strategic Infrastructure Projects

Work onsite is progressing well with the Acacia (R1), Clinic and Blue Gum (R2) buildings structures 
now all significantly advanced. Painting of the Acacia building is progressing with feature colours in 
cells well underway.  External civil works have commenced for the landscaping, external fencing and 
basketball court formation. 

Other work underway onsite includes:

• Roof installation to the Clinic Building and Blue Gum building

• Cell waterproofing and epoxy work in both Acacia and Blue Gum continuing

• Painting of Acacia cells

• Cell window and door installation

• Wall and ceiling framing

Hansen Yuncken will expedite the internal fit out of one of the cells – including paint finishes, floor finishes 
and furniture fit out to enable staff to see what the completed cells will look like.  Cell furniture is due to arrive 
onsite in the next few weeks and installation will commence shortly after starting in the Acacia building.  

The opportunity for staff to book for a tour through the Southern Remand Centre still remains, please 
contact Patrick Blake to register your interest – src@justice.tas.gov.au 

drone photo of the SRC - taken several weeks ago - the roof structure for Blue Gum building has advanced 
significantly since this time

SOUTHERN REMAND CENTRE SITE PROGRESS



Acacia - triangle skylight features on ceiling and feature 
colours painted to door frames

Health extension - courtyard feature concrete panels and 
bench seating commencing

artist impression - external exercise area including basketball court
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RPC SHARED FACILITIES UPGRADE - PROGRESS REPORT

Work is continuing to progress well in both the Gatehouse, Health building extension and Visits Centre.  A 
reminder that visits operations have moved to the existing Trade Training Centre and will occur on weekends 
only during the 16 weeks construction period of the Visits Centre.   

Further work progressing onsite includes:

• Installation of electrical, hydraulic and  mechanical base infrastructure to the Gatehouse

• Installation of secure doors and windows in the Health and Visits Centre. 

• Block laying continuing in the Visits Centre

• Courtyard civil work continuing in the Health extension

• Service rough ins in Health Extension

DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT 
CONSTRUCTION?

If you have any questions or queries regarding 
the construction works please contact:
Sue Ashlin, Program Manager
suzanne.ashlin@justice.tas.gov.au  
Amber Smith, Project Manager
amber.smith@justice.tas.gov.au.

Department of Justice June 2021
src@justice.tas.gov.au


